
CSE 341 Final — March 2003

Your name:

This exam is closed book and notes. 115 points total.

1. (5 points) What is the difference between final and regular methods in Java? (Circle the one correct answer.)

(a) Final methods cannot be overloaded by other methods in the same class with different types of parameters

(b) Final methods cannot be overriden in subclasses

(c) Final methods can only be called by member functions in the same class

(d) None of the above

2. (5 points) Consider the following definition of amember function in Haskell.

member x [] = False
member x (y:z) | x==y = True

| otherwise = member x z

Which of the following would be legal type declarations formember? Circle all that are legal.

(a) a -> [a] -> c

(b) a -> [a] -> Bool

(c) Integer -> [Integer] -> Bool

(d) Eq a => a -> [a] -> Bool

3. (10 points) Discuss two reasonsinner classesare useful for defining iterators in Java.
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4. (10 points) Consider the following Java class definitions. (These compile correctly.)

class C1 {

public void speak() {
System.out.println("this is the speak method in C1");
}

public void sayMore() {
System.out.println("this is the sayMore method in C1");
}

}

class C2 extends C1 {
public void speak() {

System.out.println("this is the speak method in C2");
super.speak();
this.sayMore();
}

}

class C3 extends C2 {
public void sayMore() {

System.out.println("this is the sayMore method in C3");
}

}

class Test {

public static void main(String[] args) {
C1 a, b, c;
a = new C1();
b = new C2();
c = new C3();
System.out.println("invoking a.speak()");
a.speak();
System.out.println("invoking b.speak()");
b.speak();
System.out.println("invoking c.speak()");
c.speak();
}

}

What gets printed when we run themain method inTest ?
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5. (8 points) Suppose we have the following Java declarations:

float f1, f2;
int i1, i2;
short s1, s2;

For each of the following statements, label it “legal no coercion,” “legal with coercion,” “compile time error,”
or “run time error” as appropriate.

(a) f1 = s1;

(b) s1 = f1;

(c) i1 = s1;

(d) s1 = i1;

6. (5 points) Which of the following are advantages of static typing? (Circle all that apply.)

(a) Errors can be caught at compile time rather than run time.

(b) It provides more flexibility than dynamic typing.

(c) The compiler may be able to generate more efficient code.

(d) Type declarations provide machine-checkable documentation.

7. (6 points) Write a Scheme expression to pick thesquid out of the lists . For example, ifs is bound to
’(squid clam octopus) , then you would write(car s) .

(a) (define s ’(tuna haddock squid clam))

(b) (define s ’(tuna (haddock) (squid) clam))

(c) (define s ’((tuna haddock) (squid clam)))

8. (8 points - 2 points each for parts a and b; 4 points for part c) What is the result of evaluating each of the
following Scheme expressions? If there is more than one expression, just give the result of evaluating the final
expression.

(a) (define x 100)
(define y 200)
(define z 300)
(let ((x (+ 2 4))

(y (+ x 1)))
(+ x y z))
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(b) (define x 100)
(define y 200)
(define z 300)
(let* ((x (+ 2 4))

(y (+ x 1)))
(+ x y z))

(c) (define x ’y)
(define y ’z)
(define z 7)
(list

x
y
z
(eval x user-initial-environment)
(eval y user-initial-environment)
(eval z user-initial-environment))

9. (10 points) What problem is Pizza’s parametric polymorphism trying to solve?
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10. (20 points) Suppose that the following Haskell code has been loaded.

-- a polymorphic tree data type
data Tree a = Leaf a | Node a (Tree a) (Tree a)

deriving (Eq,Show,Read)

treemap f (Leaf x) = Leaf (f x)
treemap f (Node x left right) = Node (f x) (treemap f left) (treemap f right)

combine_trees f (Leaf x1) (Leaf x2) = Leaf (f x1 x2)
combine_trees f (Node x1 left1 right1) (Node x2 left2 right2)

= Node (f x1 x2)
(combine_trees f left1 left2)
(combine_trees f right1 right2)

tree1 = Node 5 (Leaf 1) (Leaf 2)

tree2 = Node 100 (Leaf 10) (Leaf 20)

bigtree x = Node x (bigtree x) (bigtree x)

member a (Leaf x) = a==x
member a (Node x left right) = a==x || member a left || member a right

double :: Integer -> Integer
double x = 2*x

twice f x = f (f x)

my_repeat x = x : my_repeat x

my_if True x y = x
my_if False x y = y

What is the result of evaluting the following Haskell expressions? Remember that:type x asks Haskell to
print the type ofx , so in that case give just the type. Otherwise just give the value. If there is a compile-time
type error, or a non-terminating computation, say so. If the result is an infinite data structure, give some initial
parts of it. If Haskell would give an error of some sort rather than producing output, say so.

(a) :type treemap

(b) :type combine_trees

(c) :type bigtree

(d) treemap double tree1

(e) combine_trees (+) tree1 tree2
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(f) :type my_repeat

(g) :type twice

(h) my_repeat 8

(i) member 10 tree2

(j) member 10 (bigtree 0)

11. (9 points) Suppose that Haskell used call-by-value semantics instead of lazy evaluation. What would the result
be of evaluating each of the following Haskell expressions? (Use the function definitions from Question 10.)

(a) member 0 (bigtree 0)

(b) member 10 (bigtree 0)

(c) my_if (1==0) (1/0) (1+4)

12. (9 points) Consider the following Java code fragments. (The first 3 lines are the same for all of them; it’s just
the last line that is different.) In each case, does the code compile correctly? If so, does it execute without error,
or is there an exception?

String[] strings = new String[10];
Object[] objects;
String s;
objects = strings;
strings[0] = "hello sailor";
s = (String)objects[0];

String[] strings = new String[10];
Object[] objects;
objects = strings;
objects[0] = new Integer(100);

String[] strings;
Object[] objects = new Object[10];
String s;
strings = objects;
objects[0] = "hello sailor";
s = strings[0];
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13. (10 points) Joe Mocha is defining an interfaceUnionable in Pizza that includes anunion method. Joe then
defines two classes,MySet andMyDictionary , which both implementUnionable . He wants Pizza’s type
system to accept an expression that finds the union of two sets, or the a union of two dictionaries, but not the
union of a set and a dictionary.

Here is his definition ofUnionable andMySet :

interface Unionable {
Unionable union(Unionable a);

}

class MySet implements Unionable {
public MySet union(MySet s) {....}

}

Unfortunately, pizza complains thatMySet doesn’timplement theUnionable interface. Why not?

So Joe tries again:

interface Unionable {
Unionable union(Unionable a);

}

class MySet implements Unionable {
public Unionable union(Unionable s) {....}

}

This definition compiles correctly . . . but there is still a problem. What is the problem? What is a correct
definition for bothUnionable andMySet . (As in the definition above, just put . . . in the body of the method
— we only care about the header.)
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